Andrew McCrea

Keynote Speaker, Oscar-Winning TV & Radio Broadcaster
Programs that Inspire & Motivate

Ordinary to Extraordinary
What is the Extra You are Missing?
What makes some people stand out from the crowd? What’s the
“extra” they have that others don’t?
Andrew’s thousands of interviews from every state and six continents
reveal three qualities the “Extraordinary” have that others do not. They
are the qualities that bring individual and team success and that add
life, to life itself!
Listen, laugh and learn the secrets to being Extraordinary in what you
do!

Key Takeaways:
Learn the “insigniﬁcant” actions you can take to
achieve signiﬁcant results
How to deal with challenging situations and
people for extraordinary results
Implement the three essential qualities to moving
from ordinary to extraordinary
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Making Molehills out of Mountains – -- Leadership Strategies that Work!
We’ve all done it. We make little things into big things and soon those little molehills turn into
huge mountains that keep us from accomplishing what we want to do in life.
Adapted from Andrew’s award-winning book by the same name, learn the leadership strategies
that reduce your work without reducing your goal. Become more efﬁcient and effective in
building teams, pursuing goals and achieving success. The perfect message for individuals and
organizations looking to make the most of every opportunity!

Key Takeaways:
Learn strategies to reduce work without reducing your goal
Implement ways to increase team synergy and optimize results
Increase leadership communications skills that emphasize a team approach

The Total Town Makeover -- Rethinking Business, Community and Home
How does your organization or community stand out from others? Perhaps it looks like the rest,
facing similar struggles and challenges. How could you change things? How do you perform a
makeover?
Andrew’s broadcast travels chronicle the “makeover” taking place in the nation’s top
organizations and communities. What are they doing to stand out and thrive? How can you
make it happen as well? Andrew shares the key steps you must take to complete the total
makeover.

Key Takeaways:
What key steps do top-performers have that other do not?
Implement the indispensable elements for a “makeover” by learning real-world
steps that work!
Build success for the long-term and create group “buy-in” to create a makeover
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